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Abstract

Compared to asynchronous contention-based random access, e.g., carrier sensing multiple access, synchronous and
distributed link scheduling for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems is a viable solution to
improve system throughput for device-to-device (D2D) ad hoc network. In particular, spatial spectral efficiency can be
improved by scheduling as many concurrent D2D links necessary to satisfy individual signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
requirements. In this paper, we propose an adaptive yielding mechanism that can further improve the spatial spectral
efficiency by allowing for more concurrent D2D links whenever more interference can be accepted, e.g., when the
instantaneous bandwidth efficiency requirement is less than the current link capacity. Even if the system throughput
varies with the link density, it is shown that the average system throughput can be significantly improved by the
proposed yielding mechanism.

1 Introduction
As opposed to the cellular systems which have been
designed to support the mobile station throughout of the
rather wide-area coverage, there have been various types
of schemes or systems, including Wi-Fi Direct or Blue-
tooth, which establish links between nearby devices with-
out resorting to an associated access point [1-3]. In the
recent advance in cellular systems, such a device-to-device
(D2D) communication scheme has been considered as
a means of device-centric mobile social network service
(SNS), which discovers the proximity devices and then
connect them over the direct link [4]. In general, it can
be implemented either as inband or outband D2D [5]. In
the inband D2D type, the cellular spectrum is used for
both cellular and D2D links. As the licensed spectrum
can be fully controllable, quality of service (QoS) pro-
vision is ensured in the inband D2D type. Inband D2D
communication can be further divided into underlay and
overlay scenarios [5]. In this paper, we consider the over-
lay scenario, in which the D2D links are allocated to the
dedicated cellular resources, thus incurring no co-channel
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interference between the cellular andD2D links. The obvi-
ous advantage of D2D communication in this scenario is
that radio resources can be reused by supporting multi-
ple D2D communication pairs at the same time if any,
without resorting to macro-cell links [6-12]. In order to
improve the spectral efficiency in the overlay D2D sce-
nario, the direct communication can be either assisted
by the base station (BS), which involves scheduling the
resource for D2D link. However, D2D communication can
be autonomous for the outband overlay scenario, in which
D2D links can be scheduled without any centralized assis-
tance by the base station. Once a dedicated spectrum is
set aside for D2D communication in the overlay scenario,
the idea is that D2D communication in the cellular sys-
tem would turn it into a peer-to-peer ad hoc network.
Then, we need to develop a distributed link scheduling
protocol that can improve the spectral efficiency while
spatially reusing the radio resource among the concur-
rent D2D links. One particular example in this scenario
is the Qualcomm FlashLinQ system [13], which will be
focused in this paper. A distributed type of D2D commu-
nication will be useful by connecting the handsets with
each other in the cellular systemwhen a base station is lost
or the handsets are out of coverage, e.g., during an emer-
gency situation. For example, the IEEE 802.16n and IEEE
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802.16.1 standards have been specified for public safety
or Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR) applica-
tions [14,15]. Recently, the same design objective has been
considered by employing a new concept of information-
theoretic independent sets (ITIS), which may achieve a
theoretical upper bound on the D2D capacity [16]. How-
ever, the underlying assumption behind the performance
in [16] is that every transmitter knows the link schedul-
ing status of all other links a priori, which cannot be
implemented in practice.
On the other hand, new application services, includ-

ing mobile advertisement, mobile social network service
(SNS), mobile content sharing, and group data commu-
nication, can be developed if one mobile device discov-
ers other nearby devices and D2D links are established.
In particular, an obvious advantage of D2D communi-
cation in the orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-
ing (OFDM)-based cellular system is extending coverage,
such as that in D2D communication between handsets in
the different cells, by concentrating the carrier power into
a subset of the subcarrier, which facilitates different appli-
cation services. This might not be possible in the existing
local area networks (LANs) or personal area networks
(PANs), simply due to the limited coverage. However,
a distributed nature in their collision-avoidance type of
access control mechanism is still similar to that in the
peer-to-peer ad hoc networks.
A D2D communication system must deal with two

different functionalities: discovery and communication.
Consider multiple D2D mobile devices randomly dis-
tributed in a system. From a communication perspective
in this system, the overall system throughput is one of the
most important performance factors, as in all other net-
works. Link scheduling is required to establish the links
for the multiple D2D pairs at the same time under QoS
constraints while maximizing the overall system through-
put. In particular, an OFDM-based D2D ad hoc network
employs a synchronous and distributed medium access
control protocol which controls the admissible interfer-
ence with respect to signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and
outperforms the conventional carrier sensing multiple
access scheme [13]. In order to guarantee the received SIR
in all links, it executes the yielding procedures with the
fixed SIR thresholds in both the transmitter and receiver.
In this paper, we propose a new type of link schedul-
ing scheme that can eliminate the inefficiency associated
with distributed scheduling in a synchronous D2D ad hoc
network and demonstrate its performance gain over the
existing scheme. It allows for reusing other links spatially
within the permissible range while consuming the link
capacity only as much as enough to satisfy the required
bandwidth efficiency for each link. Furthermore, it allows
for a data rate fall-back when the traffic load drops, e.g.,
a transmission buffer becomes less congestive, which can

maximize the spatial reuse efficiency adaptively with the
traffic load and link distribution. In addition to improve-
ment in the system throughput, these features enhance
the fairness among the links, attributing to improving the
average throughput of the low-priority access users, as
opposed to the FlashLinQ system in which some users
may always suffer from the lower access priority in each
frame.
In Section 2, we first describe a basic model and the

existing yielding scheme for link scheduling in the OFDM-
based D2D communication system. A concept of the pro-
posed adaptive yielding scheme is presented in Section 3.
The specific procedure to implement the proposed con-
cept is given in Section 4. Its performance is evaluated
by system-level simulation in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
presents the concluding remarks.

2 Yieldingmechanism for OFDM-based
synchronous D2D communication

As our proposed scheme is strictly based on the exist-
ing system, e.g., FlashLinQ [13], we describe a common
system model for link scheduling in the OFDM-based
D2D communication system. In fact, the frame and sig-
naling structures in the specification of FlashLinQ are
provided to serve as a common system model for our dis-
cussion. Furthermore, since our scheme is an improved
version of the link-scheduling mechanism in FlashLinQ,
the procedure of the existing one is detailed in this section.

2.1 Systemmodel
A unique connection identifier (CID) is assigned to an
individual D2D link. For example, 112 unique numbers
(1 through 112) are assigned as CIDs in FlashLinQ [13],
where two single tones, one for the transmitter and the
other for the receiver, are uniquely mapped to each of
the CIDs. Twenty-eight OFDM tones are used for signal-
ing over four OFDM symbols, corresponding to a total
of 112 tones. Each of these orthogonal tones will be used
for a corresponding D2D link without any interference
from any other tones. The sets of tones to be used by
the transmitters and receivers are defined as the Tx block
and Rx block, respectively (see Figure 1). The tones in
the Tx block are used for indicating a request to sched-
ule by transmitting at a tone that is uniquely mapped to
one’s own CID. The indication signal over the Tx block
is referred to as an RTS (Request to Send). This partic-
ular signal is similar to RTS transmission in the IEEE
802.11 specification, and it will be used to ensure that the
receiver is going to accept its transmission. If it decides
not to yield the current connection, a designated tone in
the Rx block is employed as a CTS (Clear to Send) sig-
nal, which allows for estimating the SIR in the transmitter.
Only when both transmitter and receiver decide not to
yield their connection, then their D2D communication
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Figure 1 Frame structure for connection scheduling and D2D
communication.

can be initiated. Figure 1 shows the frame structure,
illustrating the Tx block and Rx block for connection
scheduling.

2.2 Yielding procedure for connection scheduling
D2D communication requires a distributed link schedul-
ing procedure, which establishes a D2D link without
resorting to any centralized control. One particular exam-
ple is a handshaking mechanism between the Tx and Rx
nodes over the D2D link for CSMA-CA protocol, which
employs RTS and CTS control frames in the IEEE 802.11
Wireless LAN specification [17]. More specifically, a Tx
node of the D2D link transmits an RTS frame and a cor-
responding Rx node responds with a CTS frame, clearing
up its neighbor nodes that would be interfering with the

established D2D link. The RTS-CTS handshaking pro-
cedure eliminates the hidden interfering nodes, which
cannot be directly identified by the Tx node of the D2D
link. Figure 2a illustrates the RTS-CTS handshaking pro-
cedure in the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN specification, in
which any node within the range (CTS circle for link A-
B) that can receive the CTS frame transmitted by node A
over link A-B refrains from transmitting. The number of
D2D links that can be reused is determined by the radius
of the CTS circle. As RTS and CTS control frames can
be transmitted at any time, without any synchronization
mechanism for RTS-CTS handshaking, medium access
control (MAC) in the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN specifi-
cation corresponds to the asynchronous protocol. As the
Tx-Rx distance is not known in general, RTS and CTS
circles must be large enough in this particular handshak-
ing procedure, which may incur inefficiency of the spatial
reuse. Even though there have been various attempts to
handle such shortcomings [18-23], they are not very suc-
cessful in taking co-channel interference into account for
connection scheduling.
In an OFDM-based synchronous D2D communica-

tion system, such as Qualcomm FlashLinQ, node-specific
OFDM tones can be used to measure co-channel inter-
ference either directly or indirectly among the D2D
nodes. In that case, radii of RTS and CTS circles can
be determined so as to maximize the spatial reuse
efficiency. Figure 2b shows the RTS and CTS circles
established for FlashLinQ, illustrating a situation of
spatially denser connection scheduling. In the sequel,
we will detail the connection scheduling procedure for
FlashLinQ.
Figure 3 presents a simple D2D link model in which

a D2D link C-D is to be scheduled while a high-priority
link already has been established between nodes A and
B. Note that

{
A′i

}N
i=1 in Figure 3 represents the trans-

mitters for high-priority links, which already have been
scheduled, i.e., ones that are simultaneously transmitting
with link A-B. This particular illustrative model will be

Figure 2 RTS-CTS handshaking: IEEE 802.11 specification vs. FlashLinQ. (a) RTS-CTS handshaking in IEEE 802.11 specification. (b) RTS-CTS
handshaking in FlashLinQ.
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Figure 3 D2D Link model for connection scheduling.

referenced to explain a basic operational procedure for
connection scheduling under consideration. In Figure 3,
hXY represents a channel gain between nodes X and Y.
The receiver is to give up D2D communication when
its own received signal is not large enough compared
to the received signal from the higher-priority links. In
other words, the D2D receiver gives up the correspond-
ing link connection when the received SIR is below the
given threshold ηRX , which is referred to as Rx yielding.
All transmitters are to send RTSs by using the designated
tones with the fixed level of power in the Tx block, which
allows for a receiver to measure the corresponding SIR.
If the measured SIR exceeds the given threshold ηRX , the
receiver responds with CTS using the Rx block. Other-
wise, it does not respond, which implicitly indicates Rx
yielding.
Referring to the D2D link C-D, which is to be sched-

uled when the high-priority link A-B already has been
established in Figure 3, Rx node D receives power of
PA|hAD|2 as interference when Tx node A transmits at
power of PA. In case that SIR measured at Rx node D
is below the Rx yielding threshold, link C-D must give
up the connection so as to avoid unnecessary trans-
mission subject to an outage over the link C-D. More
specifically, the Rx node D must yield D2D commu-
nication if the following condition is met (Rx yielding
condition):

PC |hCD|2
PA|hAD|2 < ηRX (1)

where ηRX is referred to as an Rx yielding threshold. If (1)
is satisfied, then Rx node D does not transmit a CTS in
response to an RTS, which indicates Rx yielding.
Meanwhile, the low-priority link can be established as

long as its interference toward the high-priority link is
not too large. In other words, the Tx node of the low-
priority link must yield its D2D connection to protect
the high-priority link if the potential link would incur
interference toward the high-priority link. When Tx node
A of the high-priority link transmits RTS with power
of PA in Figure 3, Rx node B receives it with power
of PA|hAB|2. Meanwhile, if Tx node C transmits with
power of PC , it would incur interference to Rx node B
of the high-priority link. In case that SIR measured at
Rx node B is below the given threshold ηTX , Tx node C
of the low-priority link must yield to protect the high-
priority link, which is referred to as Tx yielding. More
specifically, the Tx node C must yield D2D commu-
nication if the following condition is met (Tx yielding
condition):

PA|hAB|2
PC |hBC |2 < ηTX (2)

where ηTX is referred to as a Tx yielding threshold. In
order to check the Tx yielding condition in (2), Tx node
C must be able to estimate the value of PA|hAB|2/|hBC |2.
Toward this end, Rx node B of the high-priority link trans-
mits an inverse power echo, which corresponds to the
inverse of the received power from Tx node A. Then, Tx
nodeC receives a power of rp = |hBC |2/ (

PA|hAB|2), which
includes the channel gain hBC between Tx node C and Rx
node B. After Rx node C receives inverse power echo, the
left-hand side of (2) can be estimated by 1/(rp ·PC), which
allows for the determination of whether Tx node C must
yield or not.

3 Adaptive yieldingmechanism: overview
3.1 Motivation
The key idea of improving the throughput over the exist-
ing link scheduling scheme in this paper is to allow
the low-priority link to be scheduled within a range of
the allowable interference by minimizing the unnecessary
transmission opportunities of the high-priority links. A
notion of unnecessary transmission is viewed from the
two different points. One point is that a link can reduce
its own transmission rate by accepting additional inter-
ference when a packet waiting in the transmit buffer is
too short to fill up the current slot in the course of its
link scheduling. In other words, a link capacity is set to
the minimum data rate that is required to meet its own
demand in the current slot while accepting more interfer-
ence so as to allow the low-priority links to be scheduled
simultaneously. As additional interference is allowed only
as long as the minimum capacity required for the high-
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Figure 4 Throughput enhancement by effect of Tx fallback: illustration. (a) No Tx fallback. (b) Tx fallback.

priority link is guaranteed, the current sharing process is
referred to as conservative yielding. That is, a conserva-
tive yielding mechanism of the high-priority link allows
for the low-priority link to be scheduled opportunistically,
only whenever the high-priority link can reduce its own
data rate for the packet to transmit in the current slot.
In spite of conservative yielding, however, a receiver of
the low-priority links may still have to yield its transmis-
sion (i.e., Rx yielding) due to interference caused by the
high-priority links. For the conservative yielding mecha-
nism to be effective from the first viewpoint, therefore,
a transmitter of the high-priority link must give up its
transmission or reduce its transmit power for the low-
priority link not to perform Rx yielding. Toward this
end, the second viewpoint of minimizing the unneces-
sary transmission of the high-priority link is to reduce its
transmission power as long as the total size of the packets
waiting in the buffer of the high-priority link is below the
given threshold. As the high-priority link reduces its own
transmit power, it may be faced with Rx yielding. Since
this particular yielding process involves with sacrificing
the high-priority link when its capacity is not immediately
required, e.g., in terms of its buffer status, it is referred
to as generous yielding. Note that the aforementioned
conservative yielding becomes effective only when it is
combined with generous yielding. It is due to the fact that
the low-priority link can be scheduled only when it is not
subject to both Rx yielding and Tx yielding at the same
time. In other words, even if the high-priority link is not
subject to Tx yielding by conservative yielding of the high-
priority link, its receiver still may have to yield due to
interference from the links of the higher priority, making
the conservative yielding mechanism useless. Therefore,

our proposed design aims at combining both conserva-
tive and generous yielding mechanisms so tightly that
the system throughput performance can be enhanced by
minimizing unnecessary transmission of the high-priority
links.

Figure 5 Link model for conservative yielding.
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3.2 Throughput enhancement with Tx fallback-based
adaptive yielding mechanism

The D2D link in Figure 3 can still be referred to in order
to investigate the throughput enhancement effect of the
proposed adaptive yieldingmechanism. Let the slot length
and packet length be T (seconds) and L (bytes), respec-
tively. Furthermore, let Q denote the number of bits for
the awaiting packets in the buffer. Without loss of gener-
ality, channel bandwidth is normalized as W = 1 Hz for
simplicity of presentation. Let μA be the capacity required
to handle the packet waiting in the buffer at Tx node A,
which is given as μA = Q/T (bits/s). Meanwhile, assume
that the low-priority link C-D yields to the high-priority
links by taking their interference into account, as illus-
trated in Figure 3. Then, the received SIR over the linkA-B
is given by SIRA = PA|hAB|2∑

PAi |hAiB|2 , which corresponds to the
channel capacity of log (1 + SIRA) (bits/s).
Figure 4a illustrates a situation where the required

capacity μA is smaller than the channel capacity
log (1 + SIRA). In this case, an effective channel capacity
is governed byRA = min

{
log (1 + SIRA) ,μA

}
. It implies

that SIRA can be reduced just enough to support μA
while allowing for additional interference by accepting

Figure 6 CTS power control for conservative yielding: flowchart.

the low-priority link. In other words, Tx node A can fall
back into the lower data rate, as illustrated in Figure 4b.
Then, additional interference would change the received
SIR over the link A-B to SIR′A = PA|hAB|2

PC |hBC |2+∑
PAi |hAiB|2 ,

and thus, the effective channel capacity is given as R′A =
min

(
log

(
1 + SIR′A

)
,μA

)
. Note that SIR′A ≤ SIRA and

R′A ≤ RA. In the case that the low-priority link C-
D requires a capacity of μC , its effective capacity is
given as RC = min

(
log (1 + SIRC) ,μC

)
where SIRC =

PC |hCD|2
PA|hAD|2+∑

PAi |hAiD|2 . Therefore, if R
′A+RC > RA, the over-

all system throughput is enhanced by falling back the data
rate of the high-priority link from RA to R′A (RA > R′A).
In other words, a Tx fallback mode becomes useful as
long as the additional throughput of the low-priority links
is larger than the high-priority throughput reduced by
accepting the low-priority links. In the following section,
we present how an adaptive yielding mechanism can be
implemented along with the Tx fallback mechanism.

4 Implementation of adaptive yielding
4.1 CTS power control for conservative yielding
As analyzed in Section 3, the low-priority links can
be accepted within an admissible range of additional

Figure 7 Link model for generous yielding.
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Figure 8 RTS power control for generous yielding.

interference. Toward this end, the additional allowable
interference in the Rx node of the low-priority link must
be determined (referring to Rx node B in Figure 5) to
derive a power level of CTS that allows its Tx node within
the tolerable range of interference not to yield to the high-
priority link. In other words, CTS power must be derived
in the Rx node of the high-priority link for its conservative
yielding. We will detail the CTS power control procedure
associated with conservative yielding.
As illustrated in Figure 5, assume that there exists M

low-priority links with respect to a high-priority link A-
B, which requires a bandwidth efficiency of μA (bps).
As discussed in the previous section, μA is determined
by the packet length or the number of transmit bits in
the current slot. From the viewpoint of Rx node B, the
low-priority links incur different levels of interference
depending on their positions, i.e. with the different chan-
nel gains

{
hBC1 , hBC2 , · · · , hBCM

}
as shown in Figure 5(|hBC1 |2 ≥ |hBC2 |2 ≥ · · · ≥ |hBCM |2). In order to deter-

mine the admissible links for Rx node B, ones with lower
interference must be taken into consideration. Toward
this end, assume that (M − m + 1) low-priority links are
accepted for link scheduling, starting from the M-th link
to them-th link. Then, the total interference It at Rx node
B is given as:

It = I0 +
∑M

k=m
PCk |hBCk |2 (3)

where I0 represents the total interference from the higher-
priority links that are not currently under control, given as
I0 = ∑N

i=1 PAi |hAiB|2. Let SIR′A denote the SIR adjusted
by link A-B. Then, a corresponding channel capacity R′A
is given as:

R′
A = log

(
1 + SIR′

A
)

= log
(
1 + PA|hAB|2

I0 + ∑M
k=m PCk |hBCk |2

)
(4)

Table 1 Systemmodel and simulation parameters

System parameters Values

System bandwidth (W) 5 MHz

Slot duration (T ) 2.08 ms

MaximumMS power (Pmax) 23 dBm

MinimumMS power (Pmin) 3 dBm

Power control step (�) 1 dB

Buffer threshold (τB) 1800 bytes

Simulation parameters Values

Simulation area (S) 500 × 500 m

Link distance (d) Uniform [1,100] m

Arrival rate (λ) 4 packets/slot duration

Packet length (L) 90 bytes

Path-loss exponent (n) 3.5
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Meanwhile, (4) must satisfy the bandwidth efficiency
required for link A-B, μA. If the maximum admissible
interference is given as Imax, the following constraint must
be satisfied:

μA ≤ R′
A = log

(
1 + PA|hAB|2

Imax

)
(5)

From (5), therefore, the maximum admissible interfer-
ence is computed as:

Imax = PA|hAB|2
2μA − 1

(6)

In other words, the number of acceptable low-priority
links is determined within the constraint of It ≤ Imax,
from which a set of Tx nodes {Cm∗,Cm∗+1, · · · ,CM} can
be accepted such that:

m∗ = min
{
m

∣∣∣Imax ≥ I0 +
∑M

k=m
PCk |hBCk |2

}
(7)

The conservative yielding part is for the high-priority
link to accept additional low-priority links while satisfy-
ing its own bandwidth efficiency requirement. In order to
enable the conservative yielding part in practice, it must
be ensured that the accepted low-priority links are not
subject to Tx yielding. Recall that the Tx yielding part is
governed by the inverse echo power of Tx node B, as illus-
trated in Figure 3. In other words, SIR measured at the Rx
nodes that receive a CTS signal transmitted by Rx node B
with inverse echo power must be larger than the Rx yield-
ing threshold. As the SIR measured at Rx node B is given
by the reciprocal of the inverse echo power PE , the Rx
node Bmust adjust its CTS power so that the inverse echo
power may be reduced. Such adjustment can be made by

introducing a power control factor α, which adjusts the
inverse echo power as follows:

PE = α

PA|hAB|2 (8)

where 0 < α < 1. As long as the low-priority nodes that
receive the CTS signal with the inverse echo power in (8)
satisfy the following condition:

1
α

· PA|hAB|2
PCm |hBCm |2 ≥ ηTX ,m = M,M − 1, · · · ,m∗ (9)

they will be scheduled without Rx yielding. Since
|hBC1 |2 ≥ |hBC2 |2 ≥ · · · ≥ |hBCM |2, all inequalities in (9)
can be satisfied with the power control factor α given as:

α∗ = PA|hAB|2
PC |hBCm∗ |2ηTX

(10)

In other words, the Rx node of the high-priority link
computes the inverse echo power by receiving an RTS sig-
nal over the tones in the Rx block, and then it transmits
the CTS signal with the inverse echo power adjusted by
the factor in (10). In order to determine the power adjust-
ment factor in (10), a set of the low-priority links that can
be accepted is determined by (7). A flowchart in Figure 6
summarizes the power control procedure for a CTS signal
that implements the conservation yielding mechanism for
the high-priority link.

4.2 RTS power control for generous yielding
The low-priority links that can be accepted by con-
servative yielding may still be subject to Rx yielding,
which makes conservative yielding useless in practice. It
is due to the situation that the received RTS signal of
the low-priority link is weaker than the RTS interfer-

Figure 9 The average throughput performance as varying the yielding threshold (ηTX = ηRX ).
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ence signal of the high-priority link, which forces the
low-priority link into Rx yielding even if it is exempted
for Tx yielding by the conservative yielding mechanism
in the high-priority links. In order to handle this situa-
tion, generous yielding by the high-priority links must be
implemented.
The number of bits that are buffered in the transmit-

ter of the high-priority link can be a basis to determine
whether it yields or not by setting up a buffer thresh-
old. In the case that the number of bits in the buffer is
below the threshold, the transmit power can be reduced
so that the low-priority links that are accepted by con-
servative yielding may not yield to the high-priority link.
However, as it cannot be immediately known how gener-
ous it must be, we consider a step-by-step power control

with a step size of � (dB). More specifically, its RTS trans-
mit power is reduced by � for conservative yielding if the
number of bits in the buffer exceeds the buffer threshold,
or increased by � otherwise.
The node A of the high-priority link in Figure 7 reduces

its transmit power by a factor of β for generous yield-
ing, which ensures that the signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) in the receiver of the low-priority link
exceeds the Rx yielding threshold as follows:

PCm |hCmDm |2
β · PA|hADm |2 > ηRX (11)

Of course, in the case that the number of bits exceeds the
buffer threshold, the transmit node A increases its power

Figure 10 The average throughput performance: comparison. (a) Average system throughput. (b) Average per-user throughput.
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by a factor of 1/β such that generous yielding is given
up.
Figure 8 shows a flowchart of the RTS power control

procedure for generous yielding. In this procedure, Pmax
and Pmin represent the maximum and minimum trans-
mit power, respectively, that can be set in the course of
the power control process. Furthermore, B and τB denote
the number of bits waiting in the buffer and the buffer
threshold, respectively. If B > τB, the transmit power
is increased by a step size of � (dB); otherwise, it is
decreased by a step size of � (dB).

5 Performance analysis
In this section, we provide system-level simulation (SLS)
results to analyze the performance gain of the proposed
adaptive yielding scheme. We consider the FlashLinQ
specification by Qualcomm Inc. as a baseline system
model for our simulation, which is described in Section 2
[13]. We first describe a simulation scenario to evaluate
the performance of the proposed adaptive yielding scheme
and then present the simulation results to provide its per-
formance gain over the conventional yielding scheme in
FlashLinQ.

5.1 Simulation scenario
In this section, we provide system-level simulation (SLS)
results to analyze the performance gain of the proposed
adaptive yielding scheme. We consider the FlashLinQ
specification by Qualcomm Inc. as a baseline system
model for our simulation [13]. In order to focus on
the performance of link-level scheduling only, we sim-
ply assume that synchronization, device discovery, and

paging procedure for all links have been completed suc-
cessfully. All yielding procedures with the pre-specified
yielding thresholds are executed while randomly selecting
the access priority for each link. The transmitters are uni-
formly located over a 500 × 500 (m2) square area while
locating the receiver in association with each transmit-
ter at the distance uniformly selected from [1,100] (m).
The packets arrive independently at each link by a Pois-
son distribution with an average arrival rate of λ (pack-
ets/slot). For a channel model for each link, we consider
the path loss only, which is represented as P(d) for the
distance d between the transmitter and receiver. As the
D2D communication link is shorter than a typical BS-
MS distance in the cellular system, it can be given in a
path-loss model without a break point, i.e., P(d) = d−n,
where n is a path-loss exponent. Table 1 summarizes the
system model under consideration, including the simula-
tion parameters. Unless stated otherwise, all the models
and parameters in Table 1 are applied to the subsequent
discussion.

5.2 Simulation results
In this subsection, we consider four different yielding
schemes for performance analysis. The first scheme is
the one with the fixed yielding thresholds, ηTX and ηRX ,
which correspond to the existing scheme (denoted as
‘fixed threshold’). Two other schemes are the adaptive
ones with CTS power control for conservative yielding
only (denoted as ‘adaptive yielding: CTS power con-
trol’) and RTS power control for generous yielding only
(denoted as ‘adaptive yielding: RTS power control’). The
last scheme is an adaptive the proposed scheme that takes

Figure 11 The normalized throughput gain of the adaptive yielding scheme over the conventional scheme. As varying the number of links.
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both conservative and generous yielding into account
(denoted as ‘the proposed adaptive yielding’).
Figure 9 shows the average system throughput for the

different schemes as varying the values of yielding thresh-
old when the Tx and Rx yielding thresholds are set to be
equal, i.e., ηTX = ηRX , and 100 D2D links are randomly
distributed. We find that the performance is optimized
roughly with ηTX = ηRX = 5 dB for all different schemes.
Therefore, all simulation results throughout this paper are
obtained by fixing the thresholds as ηTX = ηRX = 5 dB.
Figure 10 shows the average system throughput and

per-user throughput for the different schemes under con-
sideration as the number of links is increased. In general,
it is expected that the throughput performance increases
with the link density, while its gain decreases gradually

due to the co-channel interference among the links. The
performance of the proposed adaptive yielding scheme
always outperforms the yielding scheme with a fixed
scheme, especially providing more gain with the higher
link density.
Figure 11 shows the relative performance gain of the

adaptive yielding scheme over that with the fixed thresh-
old, providing a different gain as the link density varies.
It shows that a maximum of 22.5% additional gain has
been achieved by the proposed scheme in the current sim-
ulation scenario. Figure 10 and 11 show that a yielding
schemewith only RTS or CTS power control does not pro-
vide any gain, which implies that the overall gain is mainly
attributed to the integrated effect of both conservative and
generous yielding in the proposed scheme.

Figure 12 Average system throughput as varying the packet size. (a) Average system throughput. (b) Average per-user throughput.
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Figure 13 Average throughput performance as varying the packet arrival rate. (a) Average system throughput. (b) Average per-user
throughput.

Figure 14 Average throughput performance as varying the power control step size�.
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This can be explained by the observation that the yield-
ing scheme with CTS power control only provides the
same performance as one with the fixed threshold, imply-
ing that the additional low-priority link may not be sched-
uled by conservative yielding only. In other words, the
proposed scheme would behave as designed only when
both conservative and generous yielding are tightly inte-
grated. Similarly, when only generous yielding is applied,
the performance becomes worse than that of the original
scheme (with the fixed threshold), as the RTS power is
unnecessarily reduced.
Figure 12a shows the average system throughput for the

different schemes as the packet length varies for the given
number of links. As expected, the performance improves
as the packet length increases, but it saturates when the
effect of a spatial link reuse gain eventually disappears. It
is clear that there is not much difference in the throughput

performance between the yielding schemes with the fixed
and adaptive thresholds when a packet size is too small.
This is attributed to the fact that a short packet of the low-
priority link in the buffer will be immediately served even
with a fixed threshold once it captures the channel by its
random priority. Meanwhile, as the buffer size increases
with the large packets, the opportunities of generous
yielding becomes less frequent so as to make the through-
put negligible, as observed in the normalized throughput
gain in Figure 12b.
Figure 13a shows the average system throughput and

relative gain for the different schemes with 100 links
while varying the average packet arrival rate of λ

(packets/second). As expected, the system throughput
increases with the average packet arrival rate, while it
saturates eventually since traffic load is limited by the
spatial reuse efficiency. Meanwhile, the opportunities of

Figure 15 Average throughput performance as varying buffer threshold (τB). (a) Average system throughput. (b) Average per-user
throughput.
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generous yielding disappear as the number of bits waiting
in the buffer increases with the packet arrival rate (which
is equivalent to the situation in which the packet size
increases when the arrival rate is fixed), which ultimately
reduces the throughput gain of the proposed scheme.
When a packet arrival rate decreases, the gain is reduced
as traffic load becomes smaller than the link capacity. As
observed in the normalized throughput gain in Figure 13b,
we find that there exists a traffic load that maximizes
the performance of the proposed scheme, achieving the
maximum gain of 24% over the existing scheme.
Figure 14 shows the average system throughput as the

power control step size � is varied when considering
100 links with the packet length of L = 90 bytes and
λ = 4 packets/slot. It is observed that the throughput per-
formance slightly degrades as � increases. This implies
additional performance degradation due to unnecessary
yielding with an excessive step size, especially when it is
now known how much generous yielding the low-priority
link requires in practice. On the other hand, the pro-
posed adaptive yielding scheme cannot work properly
with insufficient step size, with which it may not execute
generous yielding immediately.
Figure 15 shows the system throughput performance as

the buffer threshold varies when there are 100 links with
the packet length of L = 90 bytes and arrival rate of
λ = 4 packets/slot. As shown in Figure 15b, there exists
an optimal buffer threshold that maximizes the average
throughput for the given traffic load. If the buffer thresh-
old is too small, then adaptive yielding does not work since
generous yielding is not applicable to most of links. Oth-
erwise, the link capacity would be necessarily reduced as
most links tend to reduce their transmit power. However,
if the buffer threshold reaches a specific value, such as
τB = 1000 bytes, the throughput performance dramat-
ically increases and then remains almost constant even
with a larger threshold. These observations are attributed
to the fact that generous yielding is not incurred when the
buffer threshold is too small, but it is incurred with step-
by-step RTS power control when the buffer threshold is
sufficiently large. Meanwhile, as the above performance
may depend on the traffic load characteristics, such as the
packet size and packet arrival rate, the buffer threshold
must be set appropriately under the given traffic load.

6 Conclusion
In order to maximize the spatial resource reuse efficiency
in the OFDM-based synchronous device-to-device (D2D)
communication system, the number of devices that can
maintain acceptable signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) in
the receiver must be maximized. In this paper, we have
introduced a notion of conservative yielding that allows
for the low-priority link to be scheduled without over-
provisioning the link quality of its proximate high-priority

links with respect to the required bandwidth efficiency as
a means of improving the throughput performance over
the existing link scheduling scheme. We also have pro-
posed an idea of generous yielding that allows for the
low-priority link to be scheduled by falling back the data
rate or delaying the transmission for a high-priority trans-
mitter without too much data waiting in the buffer. We
have tried to maximize the spatial reuse efficiency for the
D2D link by integrating these concepts into the combined
yielding scheme that adapts to the traffic load and link
distribution. It has been demonstrated by system-level
simulation that the proposed adaptive yielding scheme
can improve the average throughput performance bymore
than 20% over the existing scheme with a fixed yielding
threshold when the devices are uniformly distributed. As
the actual performance gain mainly depends on the dis-
tribution of D2D links, its gain can be much higher under
some other situations. In conclusion, the proposed link
scheduling scheme can achieve more spatial reuse gain
than the existing scheme, which has already packed the
D2D links spatially as much as possible while providing
fairness among the users by sharing the resources dynam-
ically based on traffic demand. It is conjectured that
the various types of yielding schemes considered in this
paper can be applicable to different situations in which
the bandwidth efficiency must be maximized by manag-
ing interference in actual traffic demand. For example, a
similar concept can be applicable to operating wireless
backhaul links in a wireless relay system in which the relay
links must be reused while managing the inter-link inter-
ference in adaptation with the access traffic load in each
relay.
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